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A B S T R A C T

Since the development in the 1950's of 2-PAM (Pralidoxime), an antidote that reactivates organophosphate
conjugated acetylcholinesterase in target tissues upon pesticide or nerve agent exposure, improvements in an-
tidotal therapy have largely involved congeneric pyridinium aldoximes. Despite seminal advances in detailing
the structures of the cholinesterases as the primary target site, progress with small molecule antidotes has yet to
define a superior agent. Two major limitations are immediately apparent. The first is the impacted space within
the active center gorge, particularly when the active center serine at its base is conjugated with an organo-
phosphate. The reactivating nucleophile will have to negotiate the tortuous gorge terrain to access the phos-
phorus atom with its most nucleophilic form or ionization state, the oximate anion. A second limitation stems
from the antidote crossing the blood-brain barrier sufficiently rapidly, since it is well documented that central
acetylcholinesterase inhibition gives rise to cardiovascular and respiratory compromise. The associated hypoxia
then leads to a sequelae of events, including poor perfusion of the brain and periphery, along with muscle
fasciculation, tremors and eventually seizures. We consider both the barriers confronting and further achieve-
ments necessary to enhance efficacy of antidotes.

1. Introduction

The stage for antidotal action against organophosphate (OP) ex-
posure was set many years ago, when Irwin Wilson and colleagues
demonstrated that oximes and hydroxamates reactivate OP-inhibited
acetylcholinesterase (AChE) in various tissues and blood [1]. They
carried these studies further to show that the oxime nucleophile could
be site-directed to enhance the rate of reactivation. Site direction in this
era was particularly noteworthy, since 2-PAM was identified and its
efficacy in vitro demonstrated prior to the many techniques of site-di-
rected protein labeling and affinity chromatography [1,2]. Since then,
congeneric analogues of 2-PAM have been developed that exhibit im-
provements in reactivation rates and antidote efficacy, but not to the
extent that a superior agent has been recommended in the formularies
around the world.

A principal limitation has been the slow and inefficient crossing the
blood-brain barrier for 2-PAM and other quaternary pyridinium and
imidazolium aldoximes analogues [3,4]. Varying attempts have been
made to enhance transfer, including administration of a pro-drug [5],
coupling to carriers [6], adding hydrophobicity to the compound con-
ferring detergent-like properties [7], use of other potential nucleophiles
[8]. While the concepts indeed have validity, the compounds have yet
to yield an antidote shown to be universally acceptable and devoid of
toxicity [4]. Other confronted complexities include co-administration of
a small molecule antidote with a macromolecular scavenging agent,
because post-exposure therapy requires rapid and parallel absorption of
the small and macromolecule into the system after administration. The
latter objective necessitates intravenous administration, a challenging
situation in the field for subjects that may well be hypotensive due to
the very toxicity of the OP. Given these intervening issues, we either
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could consider the situation bleak or suggest more diverse small mo-
lecule alternatives for antidote efficacy [9,10]. Such considerations call
for developing a superior antidote that crosses the blood-brain barrier
readily and shows a favorable tissue disposition at the target sites.

Organophosphate Exposure Risk. Initially, we should prioritize
the terrorism risks of the various OP nerve agents. Many might suggest
that soman possesses the greatest danger because of its propensity for
aging. Indeed, ageing can be demonstrated in vitro with kinetic ex-
periments in the test tube, but in vivo evidence indicates that not all of
the conjugated soman ages [11,12], and the general phenomenon
known to pharmacologists as receptor (drug target) reserve prevails
[13]. Sarin, owing to its vapor pressure (volatility), is likely the most
dangerous of the OP nerve agents, having 4–5 times the vapor pressure
of soman [14]. Certainly historical use would support this argument in
Iraq, Syria and Japan [15,16], irrespective of whether dispersal oc-
curred in the vicinity of an explosive device or within a controlled
ventilation system.

In exposures involving mass terrorism, the pulmonary route should
receive the primary consideration acutely, since, in contrast to skin and
other portals of entry, the lung receives and returns 100% of the cardiac
output. However, volatility may come into play in two ways. The first
relates to dispersal that is governed by Fick's Second Law of Diffusion
from a point source. Neglecting wind currents and the built environ-
ment, dispersal of a volatile or an aerosol is proportional to the inverse
square of the distance between the point source and subject. Hence, at
ground zero of an explosion or release site, no one or few can be saved,
but the inverse square of the distance relationship provides opportunity
for antidotal action for the vast majority of the surrounding population.
A corollary to this is a pharmacokinetic principle that anesthesiologists
and pharmacologists know well, but is seldom recognized by others. For
highly volatile substances, it is the partial pressure or fugacity that
determines tissue distribution and not necessarily the concentration.
Sarin has a volatility that is 4–5 times that of soman [14], so sarin's
distribution and equilibration between body compartments may de-
pend on partial pressure as well as concentration in blood.

Antidote Structures: Separate considerations of antidote structure
that may confer an advantage to zwitterionic oximes relate to their
ionization equilibria, where there may be sufficient abundance of the
four species: cationic, anionic, zwitterionic and neutral, to convert by
exchange of protons and be facilitated by hydrogen bonds within the
active center gorge. Fig. 1. Crystallographic coordinates of AChE show a
dipole oriented down the mouth of the gorge [17] that would naturally
serve to attract cations into the active center, as best exemplified by the
natural substrate, acetylcholine. However, work by the late Edith
Heilbronn showed that fluoride anion is a moderately good inhibitor of
AChE, and she posited it as reactivator of OP-inhibited AChE [18].
While the effective fluoride anion concentration is in the toxic range,
the pH profile for fluoride reactivation differs greatly from that of the
zwitterion RS 194B [18,19]. In addition, prior data generated by
Shafferman and colleagues [20] show that mutation of multiple car-
boxylate-containing side chains to the corresponding amides of the
amino acids facing the gorge only modestly affects rates of quaternary
amine substrate turnover. Hence, partial molar volume and the

immediate dimensions around the attacking nucleophile exert a greater
influence, given the spatial constraints of the AChE gorge.

This seeming inconsistency of the influence of charge is not raised to
suggest that the actual mechanisms of alkyl phosphorylation by an OP
or catalysis of a trigonal ester differs fundamentally from oxime re-
activation of the conjugated enzyme, since the more reactive en-
antiomer of the Sp and Rp organophosphates is fortunately the most
susceptible to oxime reactivation [21,22]. This implies that a similarly
constructed transition state is progressed in phosphorylation and de-
phosphorylation of the active center serine. The very ionization state of
the oxime reactivator, as it transcends the gorge, may change. More-
over, transient dipole formation emanating from changes in hydrogen
bonding with gorge bordering amino acids in the sequestered en-
vironment of the gorge may differ substantially from the outer protein
boundary layer [23]. Thus, upon binding of tertiary and quaternary
amine containing oxime antidotes, the free energy lost in going from a
bound quaternary amine, such as 2-PAM or its extended analogues, HI-
6, MMB4, obidoxime, compared to hydrated tertiary amine may be
compensated by increased reactivity conferred by the multiple inter-
converting ionization states of the zwitterionic antidote.

A parallel consideration relates to differences in gorge dimensions
and accessibility at the base of the gorge for an unoccupied and OP-
conjugated active center. This depends on the volume of the gorge re-
lative to the conjugated OP, minus the leaving group. A rough estimate
might be that the conjugated OP occupies up to one-half of the gorge
volume. The enantiomeric difference between SP-and RP -cyclosarin
would be much different than the corresponding differences for the
sarin SP and RP enantiomers.

In assessing or predicting antidote efficacy, we should also consider
the binding constant of the antidote to unconjugated AChE and com-
pare this value with the apparent Kox of the respective oxime in re-
activation kinetics. Further inhibition of the remaining unconjugated
enzyme after OP exposure may compromise the efficacy of the re-
activator.

Central and Peripheral Antidote Activities Turning then from the
target site in AChE to the mode of antidote administration, ideally the
antidote post-OP exposure should access all of the susceptible inhibited
AChE molecules in the target tissues. While we can argue whether the
peripheral (autonomic nervous system and somatic motor sites) or the
CNS sites (brain and spinal cord) constitute the major loci of toxicity,
the actual locus may depend on the organophosphate toxicant.
Nevertheless, early pioneering studies of Buccafusco [24] and collea-
gues pointed to the importance of localized brain regions; the hy-
pothalamus and the ventral (rostral) surface of medulla in controlling
cardiovascular and respiratory parameters. In fact, the latter brain re-
gion has emerged as a critical site for excessive cholinergic activity. A
critical experiment was conducted by the late Habib Edery from Israel
and colleagues at UC San Diego, well over 30 years ago in cats [25].
Applying an organophosphate to the surface of the rostral medulla
immediately causes vasodepression and subsequent suppression of re-
spiration, but most importantly, these responses in the anesthetized
animal can be reversed by local application of an oxime on this rostral
surface [25]. Hence, central activity of the organophosphates is critical,
and we require the antidote, when administered systemically, to reach
these sites.

Also, one might ask whether a zwitterionic oxime, where the pKa
values are not favorable, will cross the blood-brain barrier rapidly and
exert an immediate central action. A characteristic of the blood-brain
barrier is its large surface area, more than compensating for an un-
favorable pKa between the free base and its protonated form and the
oxime and oximate (Fig. 1). The transfer of unprotonated, inhaled ni-
cotine from the alveoli to the brain would be a case in point. Recent
studies show that RS 194B rapidly crosses into the brain, and brain
concentrations in mice exceed those in blood in short time intervals
after administration [10]. In addition brain levels can be sustained with
repeated dosing [10].

Fig. 1. Ionization equilibria between the cationic, neutral, anionic and zwit-
terionic species of RS-194B. pKa's for the oxime-oximate and the azepine pro-
tons are between 8.8 and 8.9.
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Finally, we are in a position to consider respiratory exposure in a
non-human primate where, in contrast to rodents, the graded symptoms
of exposure through the pulmonary system can be quantitated for a
volatile (sarin-a methylphosphonate) and an aerosol (paraoxon-a die-
thylphosphorate) OP [26,27]. This approach, where the dose of atro-
pine is kept low (0.28mg/kg) appears attractive, based on survival after
acute exposure and recovery of blood cholinesterase activity. However,
in these studies clearance in the brain (brain endothelial extrusion) and
plasma (renal tubular secretion) represent factors for consideration in
the degree and duration of antidotal therapy.

A potential limitation relates to the rapid clearance of antidotes
whose predominant species in the circulation would be charged, as an
anion, cation or zwitterion. Clearance from blood and tissues arise from
renal elimination of the parent compound by glomerular filtration and
tubular secretion, as well as CNS extrusion by transporters in brain
endothelial cells [28]. A similar influence on transport and renal
elimination would be expected for RS 194B and the cationic pyridinium
aldoximes [29].

However, the two agents would be expected to differ with respect to
the disposition within the CNS, where entry of the quaternary pyr-
idinium aldoximes would be limiting, whereas sufficient presence of
neutral species of RS194B would enable it to diffuse into the brain
where it would be subject to the brain efflux transporter [30] (Fig. 2).
By inhibiting the P-glycoprotein, as well as other transporters, with
inhibitors, brain concentrations would be expected to increase by virtue
of two mechanisms: (a) inhibition of renal tubular secretion and (b)
inhibition of brain extrusion by the endothelial transporter [28]. Such
experiments are underway in mice, where the potential of using small
molecule inhibitors, such as tariquidar [30], and knock-out of the P-
glycoprotein tansporter gene (mdr a/b) provide additional insights into
the mechanism.

While approval of new antidote “cocktails” that simply add new
agents may not bode well for FDA or other regulatory agency approval,
the concept of a zwitterion to replace 2-PAM to which is added a P-
glycoprotein (P-gp) inhibitor seems feasible, particularly since there are
several FDA-approved antidiabetic, antimicrobial and over the counter
anti-histamines that are P-gp inhibitors. Selecting the optimal agent
may depend on the terrorism setting, but such a combination should be
considered in the acute treatment of OP exposure.

Finally, we need to consider toxicity and dose of the antidote.
Comparative studies in mice show that RS 194B is five or more fold less
toxic than 2-PAM [10]. Accordingly, a larger dosing range is possible
and inhibition of the brain and kidney transporters allow a means for
optimizing the pharmacokinetics of antidote administration.
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